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ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
E.vitunie Sahitninus I In accordance with
a time-honored privilege, we who are about to
leave the College Beautiful bring the first
greetings of this gala day. Fir.st, did I say ?
Human lips can but faintly echo the royal
welcome which nature all day long proclaims
by every bursting bud and singing bird : yet
we, too, would bid you all a hearty welcome
to another Wellesley Tree Daj'.
Whd but Wellesley's daughters know the
meaning of a summons to this gladdest day of
all the year ? June, the queen alike of spring
and summer, lavishes her double store of
beauty aU around us. We feel the wondrous
hush as
•' Heaven tries the earth if it be in tune,
And over it softly her warm ear lays, "
and aiion the mighty stir of the clod,
•' That it stinct within it that reaches and towers^
And groping blindly above it for light
Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers. "
Untrammeled for a time by routine and con-
vention, we experience the joy of yielding'
unreservedly to nature's festal mood, and ia
the sweet communion, we perchance discover-
some truth as real as life itself.
Tender memories cluster about our Tree
Day, for the achievements and hopes of by-
gone days are as a cloud of silent witnesses.
Visions of the future also rise before us, mak-
ing more real the happy duty of the present.
Standing today in closest fellowship with all
the members of cur College family, we pledge
ourselves anew in loving loyalty to Alma
Mater, thus reforging the gdlden fetters that
bind us to the Wellesley of the past and future.
And you, the friends whose presence makes
this happy Tree Day, again we give you, one
and all, a hearty welcome !
E.i-iturm Salutamus .' not a sad cry, such
as went to Imperial Csesar from the combatants
of old, do we send you today, but the salutation
of those who bravely, if regretfully, leave you
for the contest of the world's arena. We
would fain have greeted you from beneath the
wide-spreading branches of that oak which we
so proudly planted three years ago, but nature
decrees slow growth to our sturdy tree, and to-
day we speak from out the shadow of these
towers and .spires.
We hail this visible Wellesley, with classic
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tails, its " wealth of woods and waters, " with
a lingering fondness snch as only those may
know who, like us, have called it home. And
above all, we proudly salute that intangible,
immortal and all-giorious WeUesley, to whose
ideals the womanhood of all the future shall
pay tribute.
The thought of the founders of this College,
and the guardians of its expanding life, is ever
with us on a day like this, and to these who
have made the great Ideal the greater Real,
•words inadequately express our gratitude.
It is a peculiar pleasure to welcome so many
friends of former days. Again you bring us
stirring bidletins from that outer world for
whose conflicts we have been preparing, and
your discriminating warning and encoiirage-
ment nerve us to braver effort.
Wellesley's elder daughters turn today with
loyal welcome to her whose presence is doubly
prized when we remember how last year we
missed her from the circle. If we who greet
you now, bring any laurels from the future's
iardwon fights, we would lay them in loving
tribute at the feet of one whose high scholar-
ship, staunch integrity and rare sympathy will
l)e a life-long inspiration.
And you, who with her, for four years have
guided us to that honest search for truth which
trains intellect and moidds character, who have
stimulated to greater zeal and restrained to
wiser patience, who have roused to more un-
daunted courage against the misfortunes of
life and inspired to firmer faith in the possibil-
ities of human achievements—we give you
cordial, grateful, reverent greeting.
What shall we say to you, our daily com-
rades, who year by year in turn will take our
places ? From our hearts we thank you for
the friendship which-has ever stimulated us to
more earnest efforts toward the end of oui'
common aspiration.
Mo^t noble Walkiiren, in whose protection
we delight today as we welcome you to the
responsibilities and privileges of Seniors, we
foresee how gracefully and valiantly you will
direct all that warfare which the enthusiasm
of brave hearts shall prompt for the defense of
the Right and the True.
O band of merry jesters, we give you cordial
gi'eeting, too ! Today, as many a time before,
we have to thank you for heart-cheering jollity,
so true that even now in folly's masquerade it
does not hide the earnestness beneath. Lose
neither the gay mirth, nor the wise zeal, we
beg you, when the future brings you more of
care.
To you, invading hordes, we can only re-
peat the welcome accorded long ago. Your
large numbers and youi- gallant attack would
have forced capitulation from an enemy, but
we saw in the new-comers to the shores of Lake
Waban only a relay of friendly coun-ades, and
we opened wide our ports. Thrice welcome,
'95, to your first WeUesley Tree Day.
You maidens from the sunny south, right
glad are we to hail you as our youngest sisters,
and bid you grace this happy celebration.
And you who dazzle our eyes in the garb of
ancient pageantry can never doubt you have a
welcome befitting the immortal character of
your organization.
But not alone to this Tree Day gathering,
do we welcome you, O Wellesley's daughters !.
Never has life opened richer or fuller op-
jjortunities to college women than it does to
you today. Genuine progress, true develop-
ment are the watchwords of tlie hour. Have
you not stood in some intellectual or spiritual
valley, hemmed in by arbitrary custom and
belief, and felt that for you the limit of
achievement was reached ? Standing later on
some lofty mountain top of thought, have you
not caught a bewildering glimpse of the land
you might possess if only you know how to
gain and keep it, and have you not felt the
paralysis of self- distrust creeping over you?
Believe us, the message of the hour is a hope
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fill one, aud '' only to be living is sublime.
"
We of the present welcome you of the future
to larger opportunities, higher standards and
nobler service than has yet been known. Ex-
iturce Sahdami/sl We bid you to all the
hopes and fears, the disappointments and the
victories we have known, and better still to
yotir own heritage, made more precious by the
new demands .of every passing hour. To all
this we who go welcome you cordially, and we
'charge you by our mutual love for Alma
Mater, hold your rich blessings as a 'sacred
trust.
Beloved classmates, vos saluto ! we who
have greeted our friends so bravely may per-
haps feel some sinking of heart at thought of
the combat to which we go. But for us, too,
things j-et to be are best. Our most trusty
weapon in the coming struggle with ignorance
and sin, will still be ep alatheia.
For the ti-uth I The battle will begin with
the soul's stand for candor with itself.
Whether from a desire to please or from a
tendency to jump at conclusions, we" shall
sometimes find ourselves liable to self-decep-
tion. Even now we may be tempted to beg
questions, to shut our eyes to realities, and to
find far-fetched reasons for courses of action
which we wish to pursue. And is this not be-
cause we dare not face some truth which
is unpalatable in itself, or is the premise of a
conclusion which we refuse to accept ? After
owardice is conquered, vanity and sloth may
tempt us with the specious counsel that truth
is apprehended of great souls without such
arduous effort. Selfishness, with its fear of
being eccentric or unpopular, may even add its
force toward making us untrue. Yet coward-
ice, vanity and selfishness shall not prevail.
It surely lies with our cultured, Christian
college women, of quick intuition, tactful
sympathy and highminded conscientiousness to
defend woman's reputation for intellectual and
spiritual honesty.
But there will also be a struggle for the
truth of independent action. We can not
blindly follow the standards and methods of
some party, debarred from originality by the
taunt of bigotry or cowardice. Knowing the
truth for ourselves we may not, on the other
hand, lapse into the insincerity of inaction.
If we shrink from being misunderstood, let us
remember that there is no surer proof of
weakness than the fear of being called weak.
If we fear the soul's solitariness in the combat,
may we not rely upon the Final Truth to stay
the heart, and free the spirit ?
I welcome you to the coming struggle. A
struggle which of itself is ample reward, and
from which you shall come forth your true,
your noblest selves. As our own poet friend
has sung.
" That which thou would'st be thou must be,
that which thou shall be thou art
:
As the oak, astir in the acorn the didl earth
rendeth apart.
So, thou, the seed of thy longing, that breaketh




As we look back along the ages at the
nations and the institutions which have helped
to make the life of the world, we like best to
linger over the more subtle and often unnoted
influences which have nursed their growth and
marked their progress. Interwoven with the
history of every nation and every institution we
find the traditions born of the beliefs and cus-
toms of its ancestors. by which its future is de-
termined, its character marked out. The na-
tions to whom we are indebted for our modern
civilizations were built uj), in great measure, by
tradition. The Greeks and Romans became,
from century to century, what their ancestors
had been before them. Their life, their char-
acter, their destiny, was determined by the life
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and character of their fathers. Their religion,
their ideals, their institutions, were the embodi-
ments of tradition. So has it been throughout
all time. It is more than eighteen centuries
since an earnest man in Athens, wrote to a
small company of followers, " Stand fast, and
hold the traditions which ye have been taught,"
and yet, by obedience to this command, that
little church in Thessalonica still moulds our
modern C/hristian life.
There is a strange romance and mystery in
all traditions which have left their impress up-
on our modern thought, which are rarely un-
derstood, which some despise and others ignore,
and yet which have silently and powerfully in-
fluenced the world.
Stranger still, and more mysterious, are the
traditions which we ourselves are making, half
unconscious of our power, and seeing dimly
what we ai'e preparing for those who shall suc-
ceed us. Standing in the clear light of the
present, it is hard for the men and women of
today to realize that in their hands lies the
future of the nation, as truly as in the hands
of the Roman people lay the destiny of Rome
;
that witl'.in their grasp are held influences
which shall become permanent sources of
power in the institutions of the future. If
this be true of men and women everywhere, it
is not strange that we, the college women of the
present, who have but lately come into posses-
sion of a new life, should vaguely under-
stand that we are making history, and that we
hold in oiu' hands the future of our college.
What shall that future be ? Now, it is young
and fair, in name and fame, unsullied and un-
stained by time. But ever as it grows, hour
by hour and day by day, we, who breathe into
it the spirit of its life, are making traditions
which shall cling around it, and shall be hand-
ed down to those who shall follow in our foot-
steps. What are the traditions we are mak-
ing? What mean we, when we shall say to
the Wellesley i)f the future, '• Stand fast, and
hold the traditions which ye have been taught?"
To understand the importance of our college
traditions, we must understand the time in
which we live. Intellectually, it is an age of
analysis and criticism, a century of transition
and of change. Scientific in(j[uiry pushes its
way into every recess of the material and spirfc-
itual world. The search for truth occupies the
thoughts of men. Spiritually, it is a time of
far reaching, earnest endeavor to realize the
brotherhood of man, of the attempt to bring to-
gether closer than ever before, all classes of
men in unity and love. In the midst of
these vai'ied movements, a new element has
come, the influence of woman's education is
making itself felt. The doubt and prejudice
of the olden time are struggling with the cer-
tainty and reason of the new. The world is
watching and waiting for the result. It has
turned its eyes upon college women to judge
by them the women of the future, and by the
college women of the present is judged the col-
lege that is, and predicted the college that is to
be.
Few are the traditions which have come
down to us from the Wellesley of the past.
But as the sunlight streams across the years,
small in number though they be, we seem to
see a company of women, earnest-eyed, who
thought of us and j)lanned for us, and who
stretched their hands across the distance, say-
ing, " Stand fast, and hold the traditions which
ye have been taught."' Listen, and you shall
hear their voices faintly echoing through the
reach of time. Hark! What do they say?
" As we were taught by him who gave us
Wellesley, so send we, as our message, his
teaching on to you.
" You shall make the first Sunday of your
year beautiful with flowers and with the thought
of the love of God. Flower Sunday shall come
to you as you cross the college tiireshold, as a
welcome and a greeting from those who have
already trod the path your steps shall take.
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Here shall be the pioniise and the symbol of
your college life, a foreshadowing of its ear-
nestness, a prophecy of its beauty.
•' You shall make one day of all the year, a
day of boating and of song. Float Day shall
be to you precious as an heritage from the past,
as the expression of the strength and beauty of
physical development.
" One day you shall choose and plant a tree
which shall live with you and grow with you
through the years of youi' college life. For
four years shall you watch and cherish it as
the symbol of your life and of your growth,
and, befoi-e the college doors shall close behind
you, you shall bid your tree farewell, and give
a welcome to the one which those just come
are planting.
" You shall make the day bright with quaint
costume and glad with dance and song. It
shall be joyous in its .welcome, sad in its fare-
well. Tree Day shall come to you bright with
promise for the future, rich in fulfillment of
the past. You shall keep and cherish it as
your inheritance from us, you shall send it
down the years as a tradition from the Welles-
ley of long ago.
" These things he has taught us. And as
the college grew in broader culture and in
deeper thought, these words were graven on
our hearts, and these we give to 3'ou.
" You shall celebrate the anniversary of
your founder's death. You shall think of him
with gratitude and speak of him with reverence.
You shall remember him in story and in song "
" In your intellectual thought and life, you
shall stop short of nothing but the truth. You
shall spread the name of Wellesley throughout
the breadth of the land. You shall make her
name respected in the world."
The voices cease, the sunlight goes, the vision
fades away. Is this all their message ? Few
are these, the things which they liave taught
us, few compared to the many customs and
traditions found in older colleges. But thouo-h
they be few, there is life and fervor, in them,
and already, round about them cling memories
that make them dear to all. And as we, from
our vantage ground, look back once again to
those who have given us the Wellesley of to-
day, those who nursed it in its infancy and
made it grow, we may interpret their hopes and
their desires. We know that for their Alma
Mater they gave their love and devotion, their
service and their strength. And we see what
untiring perseverance, what nobleness and
steadfastness of purpose mark their work. They
have given us our college strong in the beauty
of her youth. It remains for us today, as Wel-
lesley' is growing out of childhood to maturity,
to send down through the years, traditions so
glorious, so beautiful, so strong, that they shall
make into reality the ideal we now are seek-
ing.
Well and faithfully we have kept the tra-
ditions which we have. We have listened to
the voices of the past, we have followed their
command. We too have been making our tra-
ditions, thinking of the years to come. We
have bidden Wellesley speak for us to the
world, and she has answered with her paper
and her annual. We bid her sing, and she re-
plies with the voices of her Glee Club and the
music of her songs. We bid her call, and from
seven hundred voices rises the college cheer,
"Wellesley! Wellesley!" it echoes through
the halls and all the air is pulsating with the
sound. Loyalty and devotion ' and love and
honor and reverence and service, are we ring-
ing down the years through the music of our
cry.
Shall we do more than these ? Shall we make
straightway more traditions for the Wellesley
in yeirs to come? Who shall say what the
broader culture and clearer vision of the future
college woman shall bring to Wellesley ? For
as the college grows they spring into being by
very virtue of its growth, by the necessity for
their existence. And the traditions made by
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those who love and cherish Wellesley, the tra-
ditions made with thoughts ever for her future,
shall be more numerous as the years go on,
shall be strong as the college grows in strength,
beautiful as she grows in beauty.
These of which we have spoken, these which
we have made, these which we are making
are material, external things. We give them
to the future as our inheritance from the
past, our legacy to coming years. But we
are, unconsciously and unknowingly, making
others more numerous than we can count,
more important than we know. They are the
traditions that spring from our unrecorded and
unnoted acts and thoughts, and which, passing
into our common life, become great and power
ful influences to determine Wellesley's future.
For they lie in our lives as college women,
they are the results of our thought, our influ-
ence, our speech. They determine whether
this new life upon which the women of the een-
ury are entering shall be success or failure.
They embody, in the influence of the college,
,
the influence of educated womanhood. With
the responsibility of the future resting thus
upon us, shall we dare send as our message
hrough the years, " Stand fast and hold the
traditions which ye have been taught "?
What traditions are we teaehinff ?
As if we listen, we may hear the voices of
the past, so, if we will, we may gaze into the
future, where the traditions we have made
have become permanent, and potent for good
or ill.
Look! Far away the mists are rising from
the years that are yet unborn, the clouds are
slowly breaking, the sunlight streams its radi-
ance across the stretch of time. I see tlie
towers of Wellesley rising from the mist, I
catch the shimmer of the sunlight that lies on
Waban water.
I see a company of women who thiong the
college halls. I hear the murmur of their
voices, and see them moving to and fro.
There is calm upon their faces, there is ear-
nestness in their eyes. They are strong of head
and heart, firm to stand and quick to serve,
and I know that they are, " Not to be minis-
tered unto, but to minister." They possess the
strength and beauty of physical development,
and they are known thi'oughout the land for
the perfection of their womanhood,
I see that their intellectual life is broad and
deep : that truth is the keynote of their search
for knowledge ; that knowledge itself is but a
means toward an end. I know that all they
gain they shall give to others bj' their lips and
by their lives, and thej' shall join with those
who are searching, searching- for the truth.
I see that the cidture that they are seeking
is as broad as himian thought, as deep as the
human soul ; that it is not encompassed with-
in the books they read ; and that the forces of
the outside world, which together work for
good or ill, find interest in their eyes, find con-
sideration in their thoughts.
I see that they are noble and high in aim
;
that they are fettered by no pettiness of ^Jur-
pose, no narrowness of ideal. Thej- have
solved the problems that vexed us here, and
confront the new ones that arise with courage
and discernment.
I see that they are loyal to the heart ; tlia*
they give their devotion and their sei'vice to
tlieir College, and will allow no slander to rest
upon her name, no stain upon her honor.
Wlien they leave her they will work for her
with gladness, and through their lives shall
cherish her who so long has cherished them.
I see that their ideal still moves before them
as they go. By the daily striving for so uuich
of it as they may grasp, they grow nobler as
the years pass on, and are evei- pressing for-
ward into the light of the truth that shall make
them free.
And as I gaze, I hear again the muimur of
many voices coming to me through the mist.
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They are bearing back to us through the years,
words which should make our hearts rejoice.
'• Behold I We have listened to your voice,
we have hearkened to your command. The
strength, the beauty the purity, of Wellesley,
the perfectness of her ideal, the nobleness of
her reality, all are yours. She has come to us
in her nobility and berut^' as a sacred gift from
you. You have made her what she is, you
have entrusted her to us. She is ours to love,
to honor, and to reverence, she stands in the
wovld for power and for strength. It is so, be-
cause years before us, you sent us as your mes-
sage, and because we have obeyed your words,
" Stand fast, and hold the traditions which ye
have been taught."
ADDRESS TO UNDERGRADUATES.
Friends—for I take the opportunity to call
you all friends before my speech begins
—
friends, the tale it is my share to tell is a
plain, unvarnished one: and, besides being-
plain, is unnecessary, for I am here to make
grinds, and Wellesley has made grinds of
most of us already.
Nevertheless, plain, and unnecessary as my
task may be. it is with a thankful heart that I
am standing here—thankful because I realize
the difference between what is and what might
have been. Seniors, it is to j'ou I owe it, that
I am not now discoursing before a large
assembled multitude of mothers and fathers
and sisters and brothers and aunts and uncles
and cousins, on some theme usually deemed
appropriate for Class-Day exercises, such as,
"The Influence of Diogenes upon Modern
Thought." or " The Spherical Triangle as
Related to the Inner Life," soine subject
which should " show the world what Wellesley
girls are doing." Sad it is that for one year
more the mothers and fathers and s-isters and
brothers and aunts, etc., must remain in the
blackness of ignorance, concerning that in-
fluential Diogenes and that interesting spheri-
cal triangle, and then on '93's Class Day their
poor blind souls shall be enlightened.
'93, the lot of the reformer was ever a
hard one, but still do not be discouraged
;
show your common sense and persevere. What
if you attain nothing! Nothing is higher
than perfection, so if you attain nothing you
will have reached higher than perfection. By
common sense, then, you will be elevated be-
yond the highest, and common sense will lift
you up if you wait long enough for it to come.
'93, it is no hardship to be "bliged to wait.
Our stern authorities have decreed that
Wellesley students must be waiters, besides
being sweepers and dusters, and they say that
a broad democratic spirit and true domestic
felicity will be the result. Is not that an end
worth striving for? Besides, you have so
many good qualities to make up for the lack
of one. There is, for example, discrimina-
tion : no one could deny you that, for you have
shown that with every member of the Sopho-
more class before you, you know perfectly
"Which is Which." Then there is energy
and ability which will soon be manifested
through the columns of the " Wellesley
Magazine." Good success attend you, and
may our present paper be truly a Prelude to
the i7ispiring strains which we are soon to
hear I
There is one more thing which must not be
passed over without hearty commendation
:
that is youi- sensible resolution to do your
Junior Promenading by day-light, instead of
by lantern liglit, or worse still—by no light at
all. You make no mention of a garden-j^arty,
but what's in a name ? '93, I can leave you
with no higher praise than that j^ou have done
well to follow in the steps of '92.
'94, there is so much to praise in you that I
do not know where to begin, and you are so
fully convinced of the fact yourselves that
perhaps there is no need of beginning anywhere.
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However, for the benetit of '95, and our little
friend "96, it may be useful to show off one
or two of your good points.
First and foremost, let me recommend your
frankness. Even as you sit here before us. it
is evident. Few classes would be willing to
confess so openl}' and so unhesitatingly that^
they were fools. You soften the expression
into " wise fools," but remember the good old
saying, •' Fools are fools whatever else they
be."
Another of your good points is you>' athletic
disposition. This is showing itseM in two
directions : in a tendency te get ahead of '93
on the Tennis Association, and in a whole-
some scorn for tubs. I fear the getting this
boating enthusiasm into you was rather up-
hill work, but still it is there now, as it was
hoped would be also that sweetness long drawn-
out which calls itself the •' Waban Aiming."
" Star of the East " is a most poetic name,
yet from all accounts it must be more like a
comet than a star. It was, on the whole, a
wise thing in consideration of vour well-known
quarrelsome disposition, to make the boat long
enough for you to sit on separate seats, and as
far apart as possible, for you will not be so apt
to fall out, at Float. And if you should fall
out at Float, you might not float at falling oiit.
Waban Annung can hardly be called a shell,
but half-shell is not too dignified a name for
it, and '94 on the half-shell will be delicious.
'95, let me announce that I do not intend to
be patronizing. I know it is the pi-oper thing,
when addressing Freshmen, to assume a lofty
and dignified air : to make startlingly original
jokes on the worn-out subject of freshness ; in
short, the address to undergraduates is
supposed to reach its climax in scathing
snubbiness with Freshmen. This however is
is not my plan. Whatever freshness you
possessed when you entered must have been
rubbed well into you by this time, or else
have been rubbed well out of you, which
would be better still.
However that may be, the past is the past.
It is Wellesley of the future which suggests
itself to my mind in connection with '95,
—
Wellesley and its needs ; and the fulfillment
of those needs depends upon—from the
depths of my heart I say it—the fulfillment
of those needs depends upon money. The
thought of raising money has not yet occured
to "95, for her merciless instructors have given
her something else to raise. She has been
forced
—
poor creature, to raise the standard
:
and so high up has she raised it, that it now
overlooks even towering Sophomore Math.
Since you have done this work so well, '95,
you may now turn your attention to the other
more mercenary work ; and let me suggest to
you a few plans which may help you towards
your end. Perhaps you know that sometime
we are to have a new Chapel, ( it would be a
comfort to know it, I am sure ) and being
members of the Wellesley College Chapel
Fund Association, perhaps you know also the
Chapel is so rapidly drawing near that only
about ninety-five thousand is now needed to
complete the edifice, It may seem a cruel
thing to say, but just at present, I fear
Wellesley needs ninety-five thousand more
than she needs ninety-five.
Now, there are other things that Wellesley
needs besides a new Chapel. How many of
us, wending our homeward way, weary and
footsore, and attempting to ascend those un-
ascendable College or Stone Hall steps have
sunk down in despair, and wondered whether
life was worth living ! Why not form a
Wellesley College Steps Fund Association?
By intei-esting the incoming Freshmen in the
movement: by electing competent committees
from each class ; by obtaining a list of the
rich and benevolent men of the countiy, and
using this list judiciously, I see no reason
judging from the energy wliich Wellesley
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usually displays iu iinpiovements—why we
should not have new steps withiu thifty years.
The rich and benevolent men of the country
have shown themselves so very I'ich and so
extremely benevolent that through their means
-J5000 has been added to the Chapel fund,
—
I mean, of course, excepting the #4,999.99
whieh had Iweu raised before
Or, there is another plan which might bring
what we want even more rapidly. I refer to
the possibility ottered by our General Bulletin
Board. This organ, as you know, keeps us
daily informed on the subject of disasters in
general, such as strikes, floods, and railroad
smashes, and one disaster in particular, which
is, the exact amount of millions of dollars
bequeathed to all colleges, rich enough not to
need it. Now, '95, if, through j'our tact, some
promising millionaire could be decoyed within
eiu- halls and promenaded past the library
door, his heart must be wrung by that pitiful
presentation on the black-board, and he would
rescue us from our distress.
One other plan I shall suggest. If you ever
elect an honorary member, wait till he sends
you Mty dollars for winter sports, and then
just not* it over for Stone Hall steps. It
would be tpiite as sensible as devoting it to a
clay tennis court to be laid out about the time
you graduate, as '92 did. It wovrld not be so
unselfish, for you woidd get some benefit out
of it yourselves, but as far as unselfishness
goes, no one need attempt to compete with '92.
In short, there are as many ways of raising-
money- to bring improvements as there are
improvements to bring. These countless im-
provements probably occur to you while I am
speaking. There is, for example, "The
Backwoodsman," who would be vastly im-
proved by being carried off to his proper
sphere, the back woods. There is our boat-
house, a fantastic representation of which was
exhibited on the night of the Glee Club
Concert. Let me recommend this same fan-
tastic representation to all Senior Rhetoricians,
for it displays, " The Penetrative Power of
Imagination " to a degree which should delight
the heart of the whole lihetoric department.
There is also our trusty Fire Brigade. If
a fii-e engine could be bought and other
necessary utensils, the students with frequent
and thorough training which they are now
undergoing would be able to fly to the rescue
of any burning faculty, and the fire apparatus
of Wellesley village be no longer in such
demand.
'95, upon you rests the resi^onsibility of all
these improvements. There is one, however,
which has been brought about withoun your
help. The Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Seniors and Juniors has this last
term, taken its first step towards organization.
" The Senior and Junior vacation " is an
advance which '92 and '93 will join in uphold-
ing. And the College besides gaining in the
good work of its students, has gained also in
another way, for the midnight oil which but
for this, must have been bitrned, would have
cost a fortune.
Shall I give you another suggestion. Fresh-
men? Do your work well, whatever you
undertake. Work well done is worth a "reat
deal, and one can come very near it, and at
the same time be very far from it. '92's class
Ijhotographer has shown that -what is by Geoi-o-e
Waldon is not always—bj' George, well done.
The difference in this case is only the
difference between a and e, but that is ail the
difference in the world : it is the difference
between a high mark and a condition.
We must not be too hard on our class photo-
grapher, however. It was he who offered us
that astounding reduction:—"Class albums
two doUars : without the faculty twenty-five
cents cheaper,''—twenty-five cents a hundred,
one quarter of a cent a head, and such bio-
heads ! We surely ought not to complain at
our being forced by Mr. Smith to give one
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quarter of a cent apiece for the pleasure of
seeing our beloved instructors forever, when
our poor friends outside are forced bj' Mr.
Bailey 1o give eighty times as much, twenty
cents, for the pleasure of seeing us once. ( )f
course we are glad to have Mr. Bailey recog-
nize our worth but he is working against his
profit ; for, as 'in base-Ball by poor coaching,
men ai-e put out and lose a run, so here, by
poor coaching men are put out and gain a
walk.
But I liave wandered from my subject. I
was about to indulge in a solemn parting ad-
juration to "95, and little '96 can be included
too, if she likes, against superficiality. A little
of everything, and notliing in particular you
seem to have made your motto today. Do not
make it your motto through life. I do not
mean by this that I I'ecoramend specializing.
That tends to a morbid sentimentality which
may result in an over fondness for that most
sentimental of places, Tupelo. Many ordinary
individuals have that name graven on their
hearts, but it is only Specials who have it
graven on their boat and on their caps.
Specials, I am glad you are sentimental
;
otherwise, I could find nothing to say about
you ; and even if you are sentimental you have
not indulged in hero-worship. You have not
eyed every unsuspecting minister, author, or
congressman who has appeared upon the scene,
in the light of a possible honorary member.
You have not suffei'ed the humiliation of being-
ignored with the frigidity of Siberia, for the
sake of heading your class list with a famous
name. Yet, on the other hand, you have not
had the inspiration of an honorary member
like Dr. Rainsford of '92.
Friends, my time is up ; I make my adieux.
You see I call you friends still. You must
accept my grinds, for it is "92's only chance
tins year. You may call my jokes ancient.
You may go so far as to say they came out of
the Ark, but that very fact proves that they
have survived the Deluge.
Cornelia E. Green, '92.
POEM.
/a/6- Mother of men! /<?zif. Earth, Mother Gaia !
With Ljclian song we salute thee and oath of
ep alathera.
In Mysian meadows of old, where narcissus
and violet grew,
Persephone roamed like the bee, tawnj' tippler
of honey and dew.
Ambrosial clover was there, sweet-topped where
Persephone played
Knee-deep in the heather and fern—ah, divine,
ah I ill-fated maid !
laie. Mother of men ! and Demeter, ep alathera.
Thou slumbering voice, O rejoice, awaked by
our seven-stringed lyre !
Far in the morning of times, when the sv/ift
streaming ocean swirled
Round us and ever around, like serpent encirc-
ling the world,
When the uttermost land was of night, unap-
proachable, dreadful to name,
When the dizzying steeps ofthe sky were tram-
pled by horses of flames.
When the sowing and mowing seasons were
watched by ruddy Demeter
And the bearded barley bowed and the hoary
corn to greet her,
Far in the morning of times were a people with
lives aflower
And sung to by swallows of hope, of hope,
Persephone's dower.
SWALLOW SONG.
Swallow, swallow, tell me, sweet,
Whither, whither dost thou fleet?
For what shores
Are thine oars
Winging with- their plashless beat ?
Follow, follow where I lead.
Hither, hither lightly speed.
Amaryllis,
Dartbclillies,
Let them brighten glen and mead.
It was spring that the swallow brought, in dia-
phanous green misty-veiled.
Silver-limbed like a naiad or birch tree, with
beautiful vestures that trailed,
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In fnigraut and laint-tinted fringes of iris by low
river-side
With snow-drops at touch of her fingers and
daffodils under her glide.
And for pastimes this race of the children, this
race of the blithe Hellenes,
Had festivals fair, laughter loving, the ills of
the heart to ease.
With maiden-procession of voices, with p;i>an
and wild dithjramb.
With harp and cithern and lute and .-•Eolian-wed-
ded iamb
When under Orion at night the lampadephoroi
sped
And bv dav the rose-crowns were wreathed for
the bright-hearted Diokles dead.
Amarynthian lites were lield with shouts of lo
and /(?
And the Eleutheria hailed with triumphal A/tz-
lala.
Even Herakles bore when a boy laurel branches
for gold-haired Apollo,
Brio-ht sun-god of sacred Eleusis, from Tempe's
delectable hollow.
But of all the festivals brought by the slow
sweet Hours in their urn.
Was the Bearing of Blossoms the best, for Perse-
phone's happ}- return.
Then the Anthesphoroi went, by garlands each
linked to the other,
Lilting out the joy of Demeter, the stern winter-
sorrowing mother.
LINOS SONG.
Waiting ever, weary sitter,
Bv the altar of Eleusis,
Long the winter is and bitter
To her warring heart no truce is.
Hate she chooses.
Hark I she hears a footstep springing,
Light upon the leaves as fawn is,
Up, Persephone is singing.
Green beneath her feet the lawn is,
Fair as dawn is.
Like a fluttering wreath of flowers, with life
Promethean fired,
In silken tissue of petals and satin of sepals
attired.
Like a humming-bird's airy poise, lit so on the
asphodel sward.
Rosy-kissed by the sun, caressed by the breeze,
by the earth adored,
The choius of maidens is such, or butterflies
born for a day
Nay, hopes that are mothered by Iris and mem-
ories not grown grey.
I behold where others ma}' not, an invisible host
with us here, j,
And ones that long ago vanished, hidden by
year upon 3'ear.
Shadow-like, fleeting figures, trooping through
Pluto's dark portal
With remembering looks they come and Leth-
ean flowers immortal.
Flamboyant the turbaned tulips lift barbaric
oblation
Or perchance they would fill their bowl with
rain for a due lustration.
There are some in garments of purple, pale like
' the twilight sea.
That swa)' in the breeze and a fragrance is
wafted over the lea,
A wonderful fragrance that surely was mingled
in courts above,
By wind-footed Hebe perhaps or delicate-
fingered Love,
When for Cybele, moimtain-mother, a marvel
was mixed of perfume.
Far sweeter than hyacinth, lily or any Hellenic
bloom.
Like Persians they turn to the light, faithful
votaries of the sun,
Thir heliotrope censers ihey swing till their
orisons all are done.
Now a sweet sisterhood from the green-gloom-
ing wood on Kithairon's hill.
When a white torrent falls against rocky walls,
all beside is still,
Save a bird warbling once from his leaf-covered
sconce, then abashed at his song
All day remains mute nor ventures his suit till
the shadows long
Huddled close in the aisles of the forest crum-
pled green of feather and flake.
They whisper their terror of Pan who tears -with
his hoofs thro' the brake.
The tresses of some are crinkling like maiden-
hair, mermaiden-green
But Helios by glint of his glances would change
them to golden sheen.
FERN SONG.
Green and fronded fern.
In your soul you yearn
For great glory,
Place in story.
Palm of fame to earn
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Aiai, aiai, ai '91
,
Tlie witty pun, the fiery fun.
Fionded leni of green.
It is vours. I ween.
Place in story.
Wisdom hoary,
Given for lis to glean.
lo, io, O '91 I
lo. io, O life beijun !
the clover is
the belted bee
Fi'csh upon honied Ilymettus
crimson and white,
There in his tapestried taxern.
drowses all night.
From the clover upon Parnassus the nightingale
nectar sips,
And mingles her solo with song from the
Muse's melodious lips. t
And tufted along the pastures where Apollo's
cattle graze,
Their purple-red turrets of incense they raise in
Demeter's praise.
And their triplicate leaf, crescent-shaded, is sign,
so thev sav, without price
Of fairest good fortune to men, like the thrice-
triple throw of the dice.
CLOVER SONG.





Io, io, O '92 !
Io, io, for pastures nev\' !
Clover, \vhite and pink,
Clover, do not shrink.
Not from sorrow,
For the morrow
May be trouble's brink,
Io, io, O '92 !
Io, io, for the true !
Now a vision of velvet cheeked maidens, with
eyes dark-fringed and deep
Pensive lipped and with faces as placid as one
in the soft arms of sleep.
Pansy, of golden and white, the Olympian
violet's sister,
—
It is heart's ease for all mortal sorrow, for the
heart's consuming blister.
A potent spell against pain, like the marvelous
herb named molj-
Black root, bearing bloisom of snow, for a
charm against guiles unholy.
Grave Priestesses they of the flowers, inspired
with oracular fancies.





Canst thou spell it.
Or foretell it,
How thy future lies .'
Aiai, aiai for '93.
The Juliilee, the Junior spree !
Pansy, do not fret.
We would not forget
All thy jolly
Tripping folly.
Time for culture yet.
Io, io, O '93 :
O unity, O unity !
Down by the lake's reedy margin, the heron
stops, lonely, to drink.
And the water-cress flames in confusion, along
by the water's green brink.
Crimson and \'ellow and scarlet and orange its
flo\vers are glowing.
Bright as those apples divine in the garden of
Hesperus growing.
They are shielded with armor of lea\-es, small
of the pygmies bore,







Up and upward twine.
Aiai, aiai, ai '94.
Aiai, aiai, bold Sophomore !
O nasturtium sweet.
This I would repeat.
Moderation
In th}' station
Is a lesson meet.
Io, io, O '94 !
Io, io, pity well thine oar'!
In the heat of the middle summer, when the
shrill cicada cries,
And in the deep shade of the forest, like candles,
the tall flo\vers rise.
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When at noon the parti'idge calls out among
the long meado\\' grasses,
And at windless sunset the sea like an endless
sea of glass is,
Then the hedges and garden-walls with pen-
nant and flag are ga}-
Swung out bv the sweet-pea vines, like a con-







.' iai, aiai, ai '9s !
The little, naive, dear '95.
Sweet Pea, fresh and fair,
Scenting all the air.
Banner-flinging,
Courage-bringing,
Thou art blithe and rare,
lo, io, O '95 !
O, nobly strive, O '95.
The voices of earth are many, the whispering of
grass and of sedge
The laughter of brooks, the lisping of waves,
the waterfall's shout on the ledge,
The voices ot earth aie many, but one above
all profound
The voice of the wind in the oaks, in Dodona's
god-haunted ground.
The leaves are the lips that speak of the wind
by a soul possessed.
Saving, T7~uth,Jor the Truth, sky-borti T^ruth be
your quest, your unwearying quest.
OAK SONG.
Murmurous was the mighty forest
Of the myriad whispering oak
Duskv-dim when dawning broke,
Shadow-folded for a cloak
Was the forest of the oak ;
And where nameless winds awoke
Mvstic voices moaned and spoke
In the forest of the oak.
M)"stic voices ot Dodona
Leaves with more than human soul
Secrets of the stariy pole.
Ecstacv they knew and dole.
Hidden from the human soul,
And the future's fxnthest goal
Writ not on Assyrian scroll.
Hidden from the human soul.
Florence Wilkinson.
ORATION,
It is not necessary for me to point out to
you our chosen emblems. You see us marching
under the lavender and white. Our cycamore
itself tells the vs^orld just why we chose it. The
sweet-pea carries her head more proudly since
she is our queen. And " Ich dien " I serve,
explains itself.
Entering in the year eighteen hundred and
ninety-two we resemble a drama which was
enacted just four; centuries ago. lu many ways
we recall the old pioneers. We too had
visions and dreamed dreams of a bright and
beautiful land where all 'would be pleasure.
We were haunted by pictures of life in such a
place. Liberty of thought and action beck-
oned us, until it seemed as if this must prove
the haven of happiness for which we were in
search.
We, like Columbus, had much difficulty in
persuading the world of the truth and need of
our expedition. Our friends were long in
realizing that a new world was open to us,
and when we had gained believers in our
cause we had the unknown seas to pass with
their terrible rocks and shoals. We were
tossed at the mercy of wind and wave. Storms
drove us nearly on the rocks. Many times we
were disheartened and almost turned back, but
a stubborn purpose led us on. Finally, after
much wandering we sighted land, a bright,
beautiful land, all loveliness from afar. We
were conveyed to shore in a yellow barge, a
rude contrivance belonging solely to this part
of the country, I believe. We wei'e gracious-
ly received by the natives, a strange people,
kindly yet critical, friendly yet suspicious. But
life was not all pleasure. There were many
hardships too. It was difficult to get accus-
tomed to the ways and manners of a new
people, and the natives were not always kind,
sometimes they proved hard taskmasters.
There were four tribes .among them, living, aji-
parently, on friendly terms, one of which
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was looked upon with awe, and treated with
the utmost respect. The others differed slight-
ly in rank, and strangest of all they considered
us beneath them. We mean to better matters
in time and to prove to them their mistakes.
As the fall came and the weather grew bleak
and cold, affairs wore a more serious aspect.
Occasional warning words were dropped which
conveyed little to our minds as they were in
an unknown tongue, but the ominous sound
" mid-years" carried terror with it, and a dull
foreboding of coming evil filled our souls.
After three weeks of absolute peace an open
outbreak came, and on the lips of all were
heard the dread sounds " mid-years", " exams."
For a time we feared that we would be forced
to return, but we determined to succeed and to
show the world that we had not made a failure
of our expedition. We struggled nobly and
we won. A treaty was made and since life has
been most glad. We are encouraged to perse-
vere in our undertaking. Occasionally we hear
those mysterious sounds but they can never so
terrify us again as we have learned some of the
tactics of this strange peojole. We have with
us now a little band v ho give promise of many
more in the autumn who will come bringing
reinforcements, while others who have seen
every phase of this life, go abroad to tell the
world of the grand possibilities here open to
all.
Look about you and in a moment behold
America in her infancy. It is the year 1492
and this land is in possession of thelndians,the
Norwegian invaders having returned to their
homes. Then see the Spanish, the English, the
French, a little later the Dutch, the Puritans,
the Negroes, the Quakers, all come thronging
to the new world and taking up their places
along the coast until at last they are merged
into the modern Americans.
Through the whole panorama see the whites
driving back the Red Man until he gradually
disappears into the forest shades, overcome
not solely by warlike weapons but by the more
potent powers of civilization and education.
Elzdbeth Halt Peal.
PRESENTATION OF SPADE.
" Fools rush in where angels fear to ti-ead. "
It is a holy moment when the babe's first word
falls upon the mother's ear, yet the fool in-
trudes ; in the faces of ignorance and wisdom
alike he shakes his bells
;
yea he even dares to
stay for a moment the advancing tide of civil-
ization.
And why '? ye are his brothers, everyone.
Do you boast yourselves " children of the
soil ? " The fool was there before you. The
fool is an aboriginine everywhere,'go where you
will, if man breathes there, you will find a
fool.
Marry, tell me, what is the difference be-
tween a wise man and a fool ? Go to your
Platos (take a lexicon with you). What says
the Sage ? " He is wise who knows he is a
fool." Ha ! Ha ! Behold the wise !
Savages, the fool has a tear for you. I too
once loved liberty, but they've whipped it all
out of me, they've whipped it all out ! Poor
fool ! Poor fool ! Faith, you roam your forests
now without a chain (or at least you feel none)
but. Redskins, you too will surrender your
liberty, when you become fools !
To you, whites, the fool is doubly akin, for
the fool is a villain too, and robs better men of
their rights—to be fools.
I know all about you, I was in the council of
Salamanca (behind the Bishop's chair) when
your case came up. They asked a string of
questions and laughed at the idea of your ever ^
reaching the glorious land. I had my own
opinion, but " the fool, more's the the pity,
cannot speak wisely what wise men do foolish-
By my honor, you look as if you had had a
stormy passage. They say your quarters were
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crowded. I suppose that was the reason you
threw so mauy overboard in mid-sea, or was it
from a scarcity of provisions ?
A pretty panic you had, when the compass
would not work and j'ou did not know whether
you were headed for the new hind
—
ov home. I
hope you had a fool there to cheer you, to tell
you how few who start ever reach the liaven,
and how easy it is to live under bad conditions.
In ti'uth you would saj'- then, " I'd rather have
a fool to make me merry than experience to
make me sad."
I understand you have made a great many
discoveries already, but you have more to
make. When you first came, you remember
you did not understand the uses of things very
well. There was one thing you thought was a
sort of a patent medicine good for everything :
good to assign your quarters (or change them !)
good to advise, good to weep on
—
good even to
preside at your first class meeting ! But you
learned I you learned !
Yea, what a vast surprise was this land of
liberty to you. Will you ever forget the day
when you carried to the office for inspection
the first letter home ? and do you recall your
gentle, wide-eyed wonder, when told that
letters were only mailed, not inspected there ?
About those sheets, too, — why, even a fool
knows its own ! By the way, I hope they were
not hurt by the water ?
And have you found out yet what keys are
for ? They are very useful, you know, to keep
doors shut— better even than muscle.
I'm a bit of a discoverer myself, (I have
found out the properties of caustic potash and
some other things this year), but inven-
tion is better than discovery, and, in establish-
ing the custom of inviting parents to the
fools' reception, you have been more progres-
sive than the fools themselves. If the pre-
cedent is followed, the fools' reception will
soon be as proper as a junior prom, from two
to five.
Your march has been straight onward.
Only one backward step have you taken, ancL
for that our campus will be everlastingly
grateful to you. It was a graceful concession ;;
therefore we beg you not to be ofl ended, if we-
offer you the instrument of your one retraction^
It is no ill-omened symbol. Prudence is as-
noble a virtue as courage, even in those who
set out to discover and civilize, and we feel
that the accumulated meaning of this ancient
instrument has been made richer by your noble
deed.
To use this spade well, two things are need-
ed, muscle and discretion. The latter you
have proved that you possess, not only iu your
deference to opinion in this matter of the
planting, but in weightier matters also. For
instance, what unusual good sense did youi
show in choosing for your leader one who had
the benefit of our companionship and instruc-
tion for a year, who knows so well our tastes
and preferences, who, in fact, belongs to us in
all but name. To such discretion, we feei
that we can intrust this spade.
Muscle we hope you will gain. By my
knavery, you have struggled nobly for it since-
that meeting with the fools which showed you
your need. You are still a boat-length behind
us, but you are gaining. To the promise of
muscle in you, we dare intrust this spade'.
Yea, in savage hands we confideutlj^ place-
this gentle weapon, believing that habits of
industry will drive out savage instincts and
direct into legitimate channels the energy of
youth.
We have hope for you, and because of this-
hope we have dared to defend as well as to
discipline you. While you, true to your im-
passive Indian blood, sat silent in the great
assembly— silent, while others tossed your
name back and forth— the fool rose to defend
you.
All this and much more we dared, because
we believe that "blood is thicker than water"
and that, do what you wiU, you belong to the,
world-wide family of fools.
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RECEPTION OF SPADE.
Straight from our leafy forests have we
come, oh ye strange and worthy assembly of
fools, to receive from your hands this spade,
the emblem of our work. You have used it
well indeed, not a vestige of rust dings to its
shining metal, and a broad expanse of educa-
tion's soil has been overturned by your faithful
delvino'. We receive it with the hope that it
may have as good treatment and as constant
use while in our possession.
Since first we came to these fair shores, we
have 'been kindly treated by the different
tribes. Little did our ancestors dream when
they paddled their canoes over Waban's shin-
ing waters, or made the woods resound with
their war-cries, that this place was destined to
become one of learning for their despised
squaws who then carried water for their lordly
selves. But now for themselves do the squaws
carry water, and the braves—where are the
braves ?
Though generally looked upon as a despised
and brow-beaten race, we have, as I have said,
Teceived kind treatment from you all. Though
once, when our mighty chiefs did sit in council
for the first time, and did come around the
camp-fire to choose one from our midst who
should be our leader, then a hostile tribe did
try to overpower us. But the spirit of our
ancestors arose within us, old Waban himself
seemed to urge us on, and nobly did we repel
them. Then chose we our leader, one most
Ifitted to rule us, one who had gone as an ad-
vance scout over the unknown lands which we
were entering, one familiar with them, and
therefore most nobly fitted to lead us through
them.
Today that tribe appears before us in a
strange guise. Were we not so fully ac-
cijuainted with their true character, we might
almost be justified in thinking it were no dis-
Oh brothers ! Is this what lies before us
Are we to bear the stripes and lashes which
may be laid upon us with the skipping and the
dancing of a fool? Naj% rather let us bear
them with the stoicism of our Indian hero, as
becomes us.
Still, with all their skipping, and dancing,
and prating merry nonsense, they have passed
successfully the year whose many moons are
waning for them, but for us are waxing.
So do you, fools though ye are, who have
made a successful voyage over the unknown
waters on which wc are about to launch our
barks, instruct us how to steer our canoes over
its stormy waves and calm seas, and how to
arrive safe at the haven where you are now
anchored.
And, oh, be kind to this our tree, the sturdy
sycamore ; let no adverse winds assail it, let no
tennis balls, or any other of the blighting in-
fluences that surround the life of a young tree
come near it. For soon, we hope, it will
spread aloft its stately branches, and strike its
roots deep into the fertile soil. And as it
grows, there will grow also in the hearts of our
tribes the hope that, though they may not al-
ways be able to take to heart the advice of our
kind friends, the fools, they may, by the
diligent use of this instrument, reach that
higher stage of civilization known by the loyal
children of Wellesley.
TREE DAY.
Sunshine at last rewarded the anxious
weather watchers, and the Tree Day exercises
postponed from Friday were announced for
Saturday afternoon. The hospitable oaks in
front of the north door welcomed again the
faculty. Tree Day's faithful and only guests,
and gave them pleasant shade while waiting for
the first of the seven hundred. '96 came first
as a band of Italian girls, Contadinas, the gay
red skirts, velvet jackets and ornaments of
coin all offering a very becoming effect to
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the dark haired group. Not one golden or
brown head among the tambourine players,
every one sti-aight from Italy, be sure !
The dainty peasant maidens were no sooner
seated than a cry came from the opposite
direction. " Make way for my Lord Mayor "
and across the green marched a stalwart band
of Englishmen of four centuries ago. Welles-
ley blue predominated in the costume, while
flashes of red here and there and the banners
bearing the letters W. and S. proclaimed the
presence of the Wellesley Specials.
But what meant all the foolery, dancing
and tumbling around the library corner?
Wise fools indeed, Sophomores, honest as the
day. The mass of this company was dressed
in the colors of the willow, silver shoes, rib-
bons and beUs giving a sheeu to the pale green
costumes. A few of the chief clowns and
tumblers spent their energy in wild dances
about their sedate and imposing class officers.
These wore the dark red and yellow colors of
the nasturtium and added a flavor of richness
and dignity to the appearance of the class.
After the merry song and cries of the fools
had died away, a vision of white and gold
dazzled the eyes of the spectators. The '93
spirits captured last year by the gnomes
and made to dig and delve appeared now
glorified as messengers of the gods Walkii-
ren. FoUowing their radiant leader the white
draped figures, shining in the gold of hehnet,
corsage, spear and shield divided their num-
bers, forming a long line on each side the
centre green. Here they awaited the coming
of the New World. A vast company of evei-y
tongue and tribe, '95 'swept down upon the
scene. Foremost came Liberty, under the
stars and stripes. Then the motley throng-
advanced, Indians, Norwegians, Spaniards,
French, English, Dutch, Pilgi-ims and Puri-
tans, Negroes, Quakers and Modern Ameri-
cans, displaying, one could hardly say adorned
with, the signs and symbols of modern inven-
tions and industi'ies.
After the cheers for this noble company,
softly up the glen from the campus came the
notes of '92's song. Grandly and sedately
caps and gowns passed through the ranks of
Walkiiren and took their places before the
oak-shaded portico. '92's mistress of cere-
monies. Miss Alice Dransfield, introduced in
turn the welcoming president, the eloquent
orator and the witty adviser of undergraduates,
aU of whom were enthusiastically received. A
hush fell over the audience as the classic-robed-
poet came forward.
In a moment came strains of music and a
chorus of Greek maidens dressed in the colors
of the last five classes appeared in front of the
porch. Would that words or photographs-
could picture to us again the grace, beauty
and color of the exquisite dance that followed^
The poem we may read and re-read, but the
dancing maidens can remain only in the mem-
ory of those who saw and heard.
One of the most efliective scenes of the day
was the procession of the classes in turn which
wound up and down the campus passing^
around the oak and the white birch and halt-
ing beside the sycamore. The varied colors
and the large numbers made a beautiful
spectacle.
The orator of '95, in lavender cap and gown,
welcomed the guests, and then a witty fool
presented the time honored spade to a noble
savage. Presently with war whoops that did
one's heart good, a tribe of savages marched
down the terrace and brandishing tomahawks
and knives executed a war dance iu the midst
of the spectators.
The drama of '92 was begun. To the shores
of America now stepped with cautious tread
the Norwegian explorers. After skirmishes
with the Indians they were obliged to retreat
to their homs. Christopher Columbus theii
advanced leading in a court of Spanish
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ladies, who keej)ing step to inusie and hand-
ling their trains with care, gave a very novel
. air to the idea of exploration. The Indians
showed no hostility, Columbus planted the
Spanish flag in the earth, the Spanish ladies
prostrating themselves, kissed the ground and
a colony was established.
Time and space forbid a detailed account of
the graees of the French courtiers and ladies
of the Virginian colony, of the quaint Dutch
settlers in their wooden shoes and Gretchen
•Ijraids, of the decorous Pilgrims and Puritans,
and the sedate Quakers with their peace-mak-
ing William Penn. We must mention the
jiegroes in the wild dance, now picking cot-
ton on the old plantation, now whipped by
their cruel masters, now rolling gleefully on
Ihe grass in the joy of being alive.
America finally was populated. In a mo-
anent years had rolled away, some of the first
settlers had disappeared, modern America was
Ijefore us. Liberty on a pedestal was closely
:Surrounded by the inhabitants of the western
reservation. The great circle of Americans
suddenly formed themselves into the five points
of the star. Pantomime then followed in
'which the phases of our present civilization
were displayed. Education, agriculture, in-
•dustries, trade, commerce and inventions.
-Every costume was a study in itself. In the
iiiost of modern improvements and conven-
iences, the College book store was not for-
;gotten. At last the merry fete was over, class
•songs, cheers and the taking of photographs
occupied the remaining time before tea, and
then the classes separated, theAlumnpe going
to Simpson, 92 to Norumbega, '93 to College
Hall, '94 to Freeman, '95 and '90 to Stone
Hall and the Specials to Wood. Later in the
evening. College Hall was the rendezvous of
;alL Dancing and singing and merriment
'were not over before ten o'clock. The seniors
then had the last rights and ceremonies of the
Lappy day, each College House, Waban and
Eliot not neglected, were cheered and ser-
enaded until nearly midnight.
Long live '92 ! Long live Tree Day.
COLLEGE NOTES.
COMMENCEMENT WEEK.
Recital by the Graduates of the School of
Music, June 16th, 7.45 p. m.
President's Eeception to Senior Class, June
18th, 8 p. m.
Baccalaureate Sermon, Sunday, June 19tli, 4
p. m. Bishop Cyrus D. Foss.
Concert, June 20th, 7.45 p. m. ,
Commencement, June 21st, 3 p. m. Orator,
Rev. Philip Stafford Moxom. Reception,
7 p. m.
Alumnse dinner, June 22nd.
The Agora held its last meeting last Satur-
day evening. The following program was
STATE GOVERNMENT.
Qualifications for Voting, Miss S. S. Hawley
Ballot Reform, Miss Bixby
The Executive Department should
be represented in the Legis-
lature.
Affirmative, Miss CatteU, Miss Kellogg
Negative, Miss Mann, Miss Damon
Divorce Laws, Miss Palmer
Practical Workings of Prohibition.
Miss Peterson
Position of Women, Miss Parkes
REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.
At this meeting: Phi Sigma and Shakespeare
gave cordial recognition and welcome to this
new society by flowers.
The Shakespeare Society held its annual
election Friday evening, June 3. The list of
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officers is as follows : President, Miss Caro-
liue Mudgett ; vice-pi'esident, Miss Elizabeth
White ; recording secvetaiy, Miss Caroline
Randolph : corresponding secretary, Miss
Nancy Fuller : treasurer, Miss Mary Lincoln :
factotums, Miss Edith Crapo, Miss Millicent
Peirce : keeper of the wardrobe, Miss Caro"
line Newman.
Miss Elizabeth Kellogg and Miss Marian
Mitchell, formerly of '9.S, and Miss Adelaide
Miller, formerly of '94. are spending the last
weeks of the College year in the village.
Miss Bertha Brush, formerly of '93, visited
at the College last week.
AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
On Saturday, May 28th, a meeting of the
Boston Wellesley Club was held at Hotel
Thc>rndike. The day was pleasant and thirty-
three of Wellesley's former students availed
themselves of this opportunity to hear the
college news and meet their friends for a social
hour. Miss Edith True, the president of the
club, presided. Miss Laura Jones gave the
events of general interest which have happened
at Wellesley dui-ing the latter half of the
present year. Among the many items of news,
she mentioned the new courses to be offered
next year and the actual and anticipated
changes in the boating arrangements. The
president then asked the members for an in-
formal expression of their wishes in regard to
the future of the club. A very general re-
sponse followed. Nearly all felt the desira-
bility of keeping the meetings of an informal
and largely social nature. It was suggested
that one meeting during each year might be made
more distinctly literary : Or that the club
might have, at each meeting, a brief presenta-
tion of some subject which would interest all,
as Welleslev students. It seemed the wish of
all to postpone definite action until more con-
sideration had been given the subject, and
after a light lunch and an hour spent making
new and renewing old acquaintances, the club
adjourned until October, when a meeting will
be held at the College.
On June 3rd, a generous giver offered to
contribute the amount necessary to reduce the
Norumbega Fund to one thousand dollars
(ilOOO), provided the whole amount should
be raised on or befoi*e Alumnae Day. As the
greatest possible effort is being made to bring-
about this result, any persons who intend to
contribute, or are willing to give pledges, will
confer a great favor by communicating at once
with the treasurer, Miss Helen J. Sanborn,
383 Broadway, Somerville, Mass.
Miss Elizabeth Slater, '88, has accepted the
position of Professor of Greek at Mt. Holyoke
college.
The address of Miss Grace A. Pierce, '91,
is Longwood, Florida.
Miss Emily Meader, '91, has been teaching-
English and Latin in the classical department
of the Providence High School.
The address of Miss Mary A. Fuller, '84, is
Colli nsville, Illinois.
Miss MoUie Weiss, '90, is teaching in Allen-
dale, N. J., at Miss F. de Z. Pattou's private
school.
Miss Theodora W. Dudley, '91, is teaching
in Litchfield, Conn.
Miss Minnie Baldwin, Special '90-'91, is
teaching free-hand drawing in Yankton College,
South Dakota.
Miss Mabel C. Hawes, '91, has been teach-
ing in the High School at Burlington, Ver-
mont.
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Miss Kate W. Hitchcock, '85, has been
teaching German and French in the High
School, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
BORN.
In Pullman, lU., Jan. 9th, a daughter to
Mrs. Florence Kunnells Bi-yant, '88.
In Rockester, N. Y., April 15th, a daughter,
Dorothy, to Mrs. Nettie Parker McCauley,
'88.
MARRIED.
Griffith—Rabb.—In Rochester, N. Y., May
19th, Miss May Josephine Griffith '88, to
Rev. Robert Moriis Rabb.
Morse— Richardson— At Marlborough,
Mass., May 12th, Mary Hubbard Morse, '83-
'87, to Dr. William S. Richardson.
Walker—Porter—At Alstead, N. H.,
June 2nd, Mary A. Walker, '89, to George
Porter.
Whitney— Cunningham— In Oakland,






Carriage Wraps, Opera Cloaks,
Capes, Jackets
Newmarkets,




A liberal discount allowed to Students and
Teachers.
"A Most Delicate Preparation."
A half-pound can of Cowdrey's
Deviled Ham, Tongue, Chicken or
Turkey, will each make twenty-five
delicious sandwiches by simply spread-
ing the meat upon thin slices of bread
that is at least one day old.
Send Postage Stamp lor "Tid Bit Heoclpts
E. T. COWDREY CO., Boston. Mass.
UkuiSm
The INe-^v Shape.
Crowding the toes into the pointed end of the old
style stocking causes ingrowing nails, corns, bunions
and unshapely ffet.
Causes that hole in your stocking where the big toe
pushes through.
, ^ -^ ,Waukenhose are the Jlost Durable and the Only
Comfortable hose, because they allow the toes their
natural positions. Sold by Dealers or by Mail.
IMen'R Fine cotlau ihree pia. ot 8»fI 1/iale four pr«.
for $1.00.
Women's Balbrisgan of black coiion Iwo prB-
for <gI.OO.
WAUKENHOSE CO., 76 ChauLcy St„ Boston, Kass.
THE
COLUMBIA LADIES ' SAFETY
Price, $135.00,
witli Pneumatic Tires, $150.00




12 Warren St., New York. 291 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
Factory, Harlford, Conn.
Why go to Boston to purchase a Wheel
when you can buy the Victor or any first-class
Wheel of
E. P. BURIMHAM,
25 Park Street, Newton.




For Ladles and Gents.
Catalogue free. Six styles. Strictly high grade in
euery particular. No better machines
made at any price.
[DIAMOND FRAME. Steel Drop Forgings. Steel
•'-' Tubing. Ad^justable Ball Bearings to all run-
ning parts. Finest material money can buy.
Enamel and nickel.
For Gents.
*85 I § § § I I ^ «85
«85 I I I I I I I ^'85
Ir VOI I \A/ A MTT ^ Gun, Rifle, Revolver, Fishing Tackle, Cutlery, Bicycle. Boxing Gloves. Base Ball, Gymna-l \jyj VV r> IN I sium, Skates. Police Goods, c^jf Send sis cents in stamps for 100-page Illustrated Catalogue.
I
JOHKT r». TLmO'KT'JESJLmTLm JS^:El.T!iX.& CJO.,
14T WASHINGTON STREET (Cor. Brattle). BOSTON. MASS.
The most beantifnily Watermarked and
finest quality note paper
for Ladies use is
Hurlbut's Author's Linen.
A life like picture of either Long-fellow,
Whittier, Bryant, or Emerson appears in
each sheet. It is a new thing just being
placed in the hands of all leading stationers.
Hurlbut Paper Mfg. Co.
SOUTH LEE, MASS.
Students Intending to Teach
in secondary schools, will find it to their advantage
to work with experienced teachers this Summer at
the Martha's Tlneyitrd Summer Institnte.
Special Attention tvill be f/iven to Class
Room Methods,
I. B. BUKGESS, Boston Latin School, Latin.
F. M. BEONSON, Cornell TJniversity, Greek.
J. W. MacDONALD, Stonebam (Mass.) Higli School, Math-
ematics
For a Large Circular, Address MR. BURGESS as above.





